The 28 suites and villas, most of which are built to capture the sunset over the
Aegean, feature minimalist interiors that fuse traditional Santorinian style with
bright, contemporary touches. The result is accommodation as sophisticated as
it is warm and welcoming.
Private terraces and infinity pools provide the perfect haven for guests to enjoy
the vast Aegean panorama as it opens out below them. The serenity of the scene,
the elegance of the suites and the five-star service from our staff make Andronis
Concept one of the best luxury hotels in Imerovigli, Santorini.

Accommodation

The hotel features 28 Pool Suites

8 Cozy Suite

8 Wet Allure

Up to 2 people - 35 m2

Sunset
View

Private
Veranda

Private
Infinity Pool

Up to 2 people - 55 m2

Sunset
View

Private
Veranda

Private
Infinity Pool

Stairs

1 Fabulous Suite

4 Finesse Suite

Up to 4 People - 90 m2

Up to 3People - 50 m2

Sunset &
Caldera View

Private
Veranda

Private
Infinity Pool

Stairs

Sunset &
Caldera View

Private
Veranda

Private
Infinity Pool

Stairs

Accommodation

The hotel features 28 Pool Suites

3 Two-Bedroom Villa with
Garden View

2 Three-Bedroom Villa
Up to 6 People - 120 m2

Up to 4 People - 70 m2

Private
Veranda

Private
Pool

Sunset &
Caldera View

Private
Veranda

1 Four-Bedroom Villa

Private
Infinity Pool

Stairs

1 Executive Villa with
Infinity Pool

Up to 8 people - 180 m2

Up to 4 people - 80 m2

Sunset &
Caldera View

Private
Veranda

Private
Infinity Pool

Stairs

Sunset &
Caldera View

Private
Veranda

Private
Infinity Pool

Stairs

Room Facilities
Pillow Menu
Andronis bathrobes
Slippers
Hairdryer
Chopard/ Molton Brown/ Apivita toiletries
Satellite TV
Daily newspaper delivery upon request
Complimentary welcome treat
Twice-daily maid service
In-room safe
Direct-dial phone
Refrigerated mini-bar
Nespresso coffee machine
Tea kettle

Other Services
24hours Front Desk
Tailor-Made Concierge Service
24hours Room Service
Bell Boy Service
Laundry Service and Steaming
Private Buttler upon request
24hours Business service
24hours print-out service
Wine and Local Delicacies upon arrival
Transportation Service to and from the Airport or Port upon arrival and departure
Private Jet-Helicopter and Limousine Service
Idyllic in-room amenities
Shopping Concierge Service
Cooking Classes
Fitness Center
Tennis Court

Dining
Throubi Restaurant
In keeping with the resort’s holistic philosophy of health and wellness,
Throubi Restaurant offers guests nutritionally balanced dishes prepared
with expertise by our young and enthusiastic team. The menu is a celebration of Santorinian gastronomy, created using the freshest raw
ingredients from our garden. Each dish is a work of art, a combination of
exciting flavours and exquisite presentation.
CUISINE TYPE
Fine Dining - Redefined Santorinian gastronomy based on the nutrition science
SERVICES
Breakfast, Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Private Dining
Beautifully designed, our private area provides a discreet, indulging &
romantic setting for a very special dinner. A wholly discreet and
supremely flexible private dining space overlooking the most beautiful
sunset in the world.

Cooking Classes
Experience the secrets of Greek cuisine and prepare a unique meal
along with your loved ones under the guidance of our executive chef.
With them, you will learn the keys of cooking a series of traditional Greek
dishes.

Wellness
Kallos Spa
A visit to Kallos Spa is about time for yourself, a spa journey in one of the
most celebrated traditional healthcare destinations on earth – Santorini.
Whether it’s for a few hours or for the entire day, our therapeutic relaxation programmes, two generous pools along with the hammam area,
deliver the ultimate relaxation experience.

Yoga Sessions
Andronis Concept invites you to embark on a journey of freedom and
relaxation. Join our inspirational instructor for a life-changing yoga
experience, in an indulging terrace overlooking the famous sunset and
the volcanic cliff of Santorini.

Fitness Area
The Fitness area consists of a large gym, equipped with the latest
modern equipment and a fitness studio especially for muscle toning
activities and personal training classes.

Useful information
Children

Smoking

Children 0-5 can be accommodated free of charge

In order to maintain a comfortable environment, smoking is

*0-2 baby cot

prohibited in suites and some public areas.

*3-6 can be accommodated free of charge only to rooms with
triple or more occupancy

Pets are allowed

Children 7-12 years old have an extra charge of 50,00€ /night
13 years old and over are considered adults and there is a charge of 100,00€ /night

Location

GDS Access Codes

15min (7,5km) to the International airport of Santorini

GDS Access Codes

20min (11km) to the port of Thiras

Amadeus: ON JTRAND
Sabre: ON 314254
Galileo: ON E0462
Worldspan: ON JTRAN
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